INTRODUCTION
The seamless uptake of distributed computing infrastructures by scientific applications has been limited by the lack of pervasive and simple-to-use abstractions at the development, deployment, and execution level.
As suggested by the proliferation of Pilot-Job systems used on production distributed computing, Pilot-Jobs are arguably one of the few widely-used abstraction. A variety of Pilot-Job systems have emerged: Glidein/Glidein-WMS [1] , the Coaster System [2] , DIANE [3] , DIRAC [4] , PanDA [5] , GWPilot [6] , Nimrod/G [7] , Falkon [8] , MyCluster [9] to name a few. These systems are for the most part functionally equivalent and motivated by similar objectives; nonetheless, their implementations often serve specific use cases, target specific resources, and lack in interoperability.
The fundamental reason for the proliferation of Pilot-Job systems is that they provide a simple solution to the rigid and static resource management historically found in highperformance and distributed computing. There are two ways in which Pilot-Jobs break free of the rigid resource utilization model: (i) through a process often referred to as latebinding [10, 11, 12] , Pilot-Jobs make the selection of heterogeneous and dynamic resources easier and effective; and (ii) Pilot-Jobs decouple the workload specification from the task execution management. The former results in the ability to utilize resources "dynamically", the latter simplifies the scheduling of workloads on those resources.
Pilot-Jobs have been almost exclusively developed within pre-existing systems and middleware satisfying specific scientific requirements. As a consequence, the development of Pilot-Jobs have not been grounded on a robust understanding of underpinning abstractions, or on a well-understood set of dedicated design principles. Furthermore, the terminology used to describe functionally equivalent systems is inconsistent; the proliferation and specificity are a manifestation of a lack of common understanding and vocabulary, as well as a compounding factor. Not surprisingly, the functionalities and properties of Pilot-Jobs have been understood mostly, if not exclusively, in relation to the needs of the containing software systems or of the use cases justifying their immediate development.
This approach is not problematic in itself and has led to effective implementations that serve many million jobs a year on diverse computing platforms [13, 14] . However, the lack of conceptual clarity and an explicit enunciation of the PilotJob computing paradigm has undermined the development of specific implementations as well as resulting in an unsustainable software ecosystem. This limitation is illustrated not only by the duplication of effort, but also by an overall immaturity of the available systems in terms of functionalities, flexibility, portability, interoperability, and, most often, robustness. Ultimately, these also contribute to a high-cost of development and low software sustainability.
This survey is motivated by the fact that, in spite of the demonstrated potential and proliferation of Pilot-Job systems, there remains significant lack of clarity and understanding about the Pilot-Job abstraction. As alluded to, this has resulted in significant overhead and repetition of effort. Looking forward, with the growing importance and need for scalable task-level parallelism and dynamic resource management in high-performance computing, the lack of conceptual clarity might have similar and potentially profound consequences for the next generation of supercomputing.
This paper offers a critical analysis of the current state of the art providing the conceptual tooling required to appreciate the properties of the Pilot paradigm, i.e. the abstraction and the methodology underlying Pilot-Jobs systems. The remainder of this paper is divided into four sections. §2 offers a critical review of the functional underpinnings of the Pilot abstraction and how it has been evolving into Pilot-Job systems and systems with pilot-like characteristics.
In §3, the minimal set of capabilities and properties characterizing the design of a Pilot-Job system are derived. A vocabulary is then defined to be consistently used across Pilot-Job system designs and implementations.
In §4, the focus shifts from analyzing the design of a PilotJob system to critically reviewing the characteristics of a representative set of its implementations. Core and auxiliary implementation properties are introduced and then used alongside the functionalities and terminology defined in §3 to describe and compare Pilot-Job system implementations.
Finally, §5 closes the paper by outlining the Pilot paradigm, arguing for its generality, and elaborating on how it impacts and relates to both other middleware and the application layer. The outcome of the critical review of the current implementation state of the art is used to give insights about the future directions and challenges faced by the Pilot paradigm.
EVOLUTION OF PILOT ABSTRACTION AND SYSTEMS
At least five features need elucidation to understand the technical origins and motivations of the Pilot abstraction: task-level distribution and parallelism, master-worker pattern, multi-tenancy, multi-level scheduling, and resource placeholding. Even if these features taken individually are not unique to the Pilot abstraction, the Pilot abstraction brings them together towards an integrated and collective capability. This section offers an overview of these five features and an analysis of their relationship with the Pilot abstraction. A chronological perspective is taken so as to contextualize the evolution of the Pilot abstraction into its diverse implementations. To the best of the authors' knowledge, the term "pilot" was first coined in 2004 in the context of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Computing Grid (WLCG) Data Challenge 1 [15, 16, 17, 18] , and then introduced in writing as "pilot-agent" in a 2005 LHCb report [19, 20] . Despite its relatively recent explicit naming, the Pilot abstraction addresses a problem already well-known at the beginning of the twentieth century: task-level distribution and parallelism on multiple resources.
Functional Underpinnings of the Pilot Abstraction
In 1922 Lewis Fry Richardson devised a Forecast Factory [21] (Figure 1 ) to solve systems of differential equations for weather forecasting [22] . This factory required 64,000 "human computers" supervised by a senior clerk. The clerk would distribute portions of the differential equations to the computers so that they could forecast the weather of specific regions of the globe. The computers would perform their calculations and then send the results back to the clerk. The Forecast Factory was not only an early conceptualization of what is today called "high-performance" task-level parallelism, but also of the coordination pattern for distributed and parallel computation called "master-worker".
The clerk of the Forecast Factory is the "master" while the human computers are her "workers". Requests and responses go back and forth between the master and all her workers. Each worker has no information about the overall computation nor about the states of any other worker. The master has an exclusive global view both of the overall problem and of its progress towards a solution. As such, the master-worker is a coordination pattern allowing for the structured distribution of tasks so as to orchestrate their parallel and concurrent execution. This invariably translates into a reduced time to completion of the overall computation when compared to a coordination pattern in which each equation is sequentially solved by a single worker.
Modern silicon-based, high-performance machines introduced at least three key differences compared to the carbonbased Forecast Factory devised by Richardson. Most modern high-performance machines are meant to be used by multiple users, i.e. they support multi-tenancy. Furthermore, diverse high-performance machines are made available to the scientific community, each with both distinctive and homogeneous properties in terms of architecture, capacity, capabilities, and interfaces. Furthermore, high-performance machines support different types of applications, depending on the applications' communication and coordination models.
Multi-tenancy has defined the way in which highperformance computing resources are exposed to their users. Job schedulers, often called "batch queuing systems" [23] and first used in the time of punch cards [24, 25] , adopt the batch processing concept to promote efficient and fair resource sharing. Job schedulers implement a usability model where users submit computational tasks called "jobs" to a queue. The execution of these job is delayed waiting for the required amount of resources to be available. The extent of delay depends mostly on the size and duration of the submitted job, resource availability, and policies (e.g., fair usage).
High-performance machines are often characterized by several types of heterogeneity and diversity. Users are faced with job description languages, submission commands, and configuration options. Furthermore, the number of queues exposed to the users and their properties like walltime, duration, and compute-node sharing policies vary from machine to machine. Finally, each machine may be designed and configured to support only specific types of application.
The resource provisioning of high-performance machines is limited, irregular, and largely unpredictable [26, 27, 28, 29] . By definition, the resources accessible and available at any given time can be less than those demanded by all the active users. Furthermore, the resource usage patterns are not stable over time and alternating phases of resource availability and starvation are common [30, 31] . This landscape has led not only to a continuous optimization of the management of each resource but also to the development of alternative strategies to expose and serve resources to the users.
Multi-level scheduling is one of the strategies devised to improve resource access across multiple high-performance and distributed machines. The idea is to hide the scheduling point of each high-performance machine behind a single scheduler. The users or the applications submit their tasks to a scheduler that negotiates and orchestrates the distribution of the tasks via the scheduler of each available high-performance machine. While this approach promises an increase in both scale and usability of applications, it also introduces complexities across resources, middleware, and applications.
Several approaches have been devised to manage the complexities associated with multi-level scheduling. For example, some approaches target the resource layer [8, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] ; others the application layer as, for example, with workflow systems [38, 39, 35, 40] . All these approaches offered and still offer some degree of success for specific applications and use cases but a general solution based on welldefined and robust abstractions has still to be devised and implemented.
One of the persistent issues besetting resource management across multiple high-performance machines is the increase of the implementation complexity imposed on the application layer. Even with solutions like grid computing [41, 42] aiming at effectively and, to some extent, transparently integrating diverse resources, most of the requirements involving the coordination of task execution still resides with the application layer [43, 44, 45] . This translates into singlepoint solutions, extensive redesign and redevelopment of existing applications when they need to be adapted to new use cases or new high-performance machines, and lack of portability and interoperability.
Consider for example a simple distributed application implementing the master-worker pattern. With a single highperformance machine, the application requires the capability of concurrently submitting tasks to the queue of the scheduler of the high-performance machine, retrieve their outputs, and aggregate them. When multiple high-performance machines are available, the application requires directly managing submissions to several queues or using a third-party scheduler and its specific execution model. In both scenarios, the application requires a large amount of development and capabilities that are not specific to the given scientific problem but pertain instead to the coordination and management of its computation.
The notion of resource placeholder was devised as a pragmatic solution to better manage the complexity of executing distributed applications. A resource placeholder decouples the acquisition of remote compute resource from their use to execute the tasks of a distributed application. Resources are acquired by scheduling a job onto the remote high-performance machine which, when executed, is capable of retrieving and executing application tasks.
Resource placeholders bring together multi-level scheduling to enable parallel execution of the tasks of distributed applications. Multi-level scheduling is achieved by scheduling the placeholder and then by enabling direct scheduling of application tasks to that placeholder. Multi-level scheduling can be extended to multiple resources by instantiating resource placeholders on diverse high-performance machines and then using a dedicated scheduler to schedule tasks across all the placeholders.
It should be noted that resource placeholders also mitigate the side-effects introduced by a multi-tenant scheduling of resource placeholders. A placeholder still spends a variable amount of time waiting to be executed by the batch system of the remote high-performance machine, but, once executed, the user -or the master process of the distributed application -may hold total control over its resources. In this way, tasks are directly scheduled on the placeholder without competing with other users for the high-performance machine scheduler.
Brief History of Pilot-Job Systems
The Pilot abstraction has a rich set of properties [46] that have been progressively implemented into multiple Pilot-Job systems. Figure 2 shows the introduction of Pilot-Job systems over time while Figure 3 shows their clustering along the axes of workload management and pilot functionalities. Initially, Pilot-Job systems implemented core functionalities to utilize resources independently from the resource management of the remote high-performance machines. Subsequently, these systems progressively evolved to include advanced capabilities like workload and data management.
AppLeS [47] is a framework for application-level scheduling and offers an example of an early implementation of resource placeholders. AppLeS provides an agent that can be embedded into an application thus enabling the application to acquire resources and to schedule tasks onto these. Besides master-worker, AppLeS also provides application templates, e.g., for parameter sweep and moldable parallel applications [48] . AppLeS offered user-level control of scheduling but did not isolate the application layer from the management and coordination of task execution. Any change in the coordination mechanisms directly translated into a change of the application code. The next evolutionary step was to create a dedicated abstraction layer between those of the application and of the various batch queuing systems available at remote systems.
Around the same time as AppLeS was introduced, volunteer computing projects started using the master-worker coordination pattern to achieve high-throughput calculations for a wide range of scientific problems. The workers of these systems could be downloaded and installed on the users workstation. With an installation base distributed across the globe, workers pulled and executed computation tasks when CPU cycles were available.
The volunteer workers were essentially heterogeneous and dynamic as opposed to the homogeneous and static AppLeS workers. Farming out tasks in a dynamic distributed environment including personal computers promised to lower the complexity of designing and implementing distributed applications. Each volunteer worker behaves as an opportunistic resource placeholder and, as such, implements the core functionality of the Pilot abstraction.
The first public volunteer computing projects were The Great Internet Mersenne Prime Search effort [49] , shortly followed by distributed.net [50] in 1997 to compete in the RC5-56 secret-key challenge, and the SETI@Home project, which set out to analyze radio telescope data. The generic BOINC distributed master-worker framework grew out of SETI@Home, becoming the de facto standard framework for voluntary computing [51] .
It should be noted that the process of resource acquisition is different in AppLes and voluntary computing. The former has prior knowledge of the available resources while the latter has none. As a consequence, AppLes can request and orchestrate a set of resources, allocate tasks in advance to specific workers (i.e., resources placeholders), and implement load balancing among resources. In voluntary computing tasks are pulled by the clients when they become active so specific resource availability is unknown in advance. This is a potential drawback but it is mitigated by the redundancy offered by the large scale that voluntary computing can reach thanks to its simpler model of worker distribution and installation.
HTCondor (formerly known as Condor) is a high-throughput distributed computing framework that uses diverse and possibly geographically distributed resources [52] . Originally, HTCondor was created for systems within one administrative domain but Flocking [53] made it possible to group multiple machines into aggregated resource pools. However, resource management required system level software configurations that had to be made by the administrator of each individual machine of each resource pool.
This limitation was overcome by integrating a resource placeholder mechanism within the HTCondor system. Glidein [1] allowed users to add grid resources to resource pools. In this way, users could uniformly execute jobs on heterogeneous resource pools. Thanks to its use of resource placeholders, Glidein was one of the systems pioneering the implementation of the Pilot abstraction, enabling some Pilot capabilities also for third-party systems like Bosco [54] .
The success of Glidein shows the relevance of the pilot abstraction to enable scientific computation at scale and on heterogeneous resources. The implementation of Glidein also highlighted at least two limitations: user/system layer isolation, and application development model. While Glidein allows for the user to manage resource placeholders directly, daemons must still be running on the remote machines. This means that Glidein cannot be deployed without involving the machine owners and system administrators. Implemented as a service, Glidein supports integration with distributed application frameworks but does not programmatically support the development of distributed applications by means of dedicated APIs and libraries.
Concomitant and correlated with developments at LHC there was a "Cambrian Explosion" of Pilot-Job systems in the first decade of the millennium, e. g. DIANE [3] , GlideinWMS, DIRAC [4] , PanDA [55] , AliEn [56] , and CoPilot [57] . Each of these Pilot-Jobs serves a specific user community and experiment at the LHC: DIRAC [4] was developed by the LHCb experiment [20] ; AliEn [56] by the AL-ICE experiment; and PanDA (Production and Distributed Analysis) [55] by the ATLAS experiment [58] . Due to socio-technical reasons, the CMS experiment at LHC mostly converged around the HTCondor-Glidein-GlideinWMS [59] ecosystem.
Interestingly, these systems are functionally very similar, work on almost the same underlying infrastructure, and serve applications with very similar (if not identical) characteristics. Unsurprisingly, Co-Pilot [57, 60] , another PilotJob system developed in the LHC context, promotes interoperability by integrating grid-based Pilot-Job systems (such as AliEn and PanDA) with cloud and volunteer computing resources.
Pilot-Job systems were developed alongside those tailored to the LHC experiments to serve other research purposes, to target diverse types of resources and middleware, or as special-purpose subsystems and frameworks.
The BigJob Pilot-Job system [61] was designed to support task-level parallelism on distributed HPC resources, to broaden the type of applications supported by the pilotbased execution model, and, ultimately, to extend the Pilot abstraction beyond the boundaries of compute tasks. BigJob offers application-level programmability to provide the end-user with more flexibility and control over the design of distributed application and the isolation of the management of their execution. BigJob uses an interoperability library called "SAGA" (Simple API for Grid Applications) to work on a variety of infrastructures [62, 63, 61] .
BigJob has recently been re-implemented as a productionlevel tool named 'RADICAL-Pilot' [64] . BigJob and now RADICAL-Pilot represent an evolution of the Pilot abstraction: initially pilots were implemented as ad hoc place holder machinery for a specific application but evolved to be integrated with the middleware of remote resources. Both BigJob and RADICAL-Pilot implement the Pilot abstraction as an interoperable compute and data management system that can be programmatically integrated into end-user applications and thus provides both features.
GWPilot is a Pilot system defined to push the boundaries of implementation efficiency [6] . Aimed specifically to DCR exposing diverse Grid middleware, GWPilot builds upon the GridWay meta-scheduler [65] to allow the implementation of efficient and reliable scheduling algorithms. Scheduling can be customized at user level and the application level is well isolated from the Pilot system level.
Pilot-Job systems have also proven an effective tool for managing the workloads executed in the various stages of a scientific workflow. For example, the Corral system [66] has been developed to serve as a frontend to HTCondor Glidein and to optimize glides (i.e., pilots) placement for the Pegasus workflow system [67] . In contrast to GlideinWMS, Corral provides more explicit control over the placement and start of pilots to the end-user. Corral was later extended to serve also as a possible front end to GlideinWMS.
Swift [2] is a scripting language designed for expressing abstract workflows and computations. The language also provides capabilities for executing external application as well as the implicit management of data flows between application tasks. Swift uses a Pilot implementation called "Coaster System" [68] that supports various types of infrastructure, including clouds and grids.
Swift has also been used in conjunction with Falkon [8] . Falkon was engineered for executing many small tasks on High Performance Computing (HPC) systems and shows high performance compared to the native queuing systems. Falkon is a paradigmatic example of how the Pilot abstraction has been implemented to support specific workloads alongside investigating their performance. Even if Falkon is now unmaintained, the insight gained by its development has been used to improve the Coaster System.
The brief description of the many Pilot-Job system implementations introduced in this section underlines a progressive appreciation for the Pilot abstraction and the emergence of a Pilot paradigm. Nonetheless, the proliferation of PilotJob systems has been uncoordinated, developing across multiple dimensions (see Figure 3) , and making it difficult to coherently understand the Pilot components, their functionalities, implementations, and usages. The evolution of Pilots attests to their usefulness across a wide range of deployment environments and application scenarios, but the divergence in specific functionality and inconsistent terminology calls for a standard vocabulary to assist in understanding the varied approaches and their commonalities and differences. This is the primary motivation of the next section.
UNDERSTANDING THE LANDSCAPE: DEVELOPING A VOCABULARY
The overview presented in §2 shows a degree of heterogeneity both in the functionalities and the vocabulary adopted by different Pilot-Job systems. Implementation details sometimes hide the functional commonalities and differences among Pilot-Job systems. Features and capabilities tend to be named inconsistently, often with the same terms referring to multiple concepts or the same concept named in different ways.
This section offers a description of the logical components and functionalities shared by every Pilot-Job system and the definition of a consistent terminology. The goal is to offer a paradigmatic description of a Pilot-Job system and a welldefined vocabulary to reason about such a description and, eventually, about its multiple implementations.
Logical Components and Functionalities
All Pilot-Job systems introduced in §2 are engineered to allow for the execution of multiple types of workloads on machines with diverse middleware, e.g., grid, cloud, or HPC. This is achieved in many ways, depending on use cases, design and implementation choices, and on the constraints imposed by the middleware and policies of the targeted machines. The common denominators among Pilot-Job systems are defined along three dimensions: purpose, logical components, and functionalities.
The purpose shared by every Pilot-Job system is to improve workload execution when compared to executing the same workload directly on one or more machines. Performance of workload execution is usually measured by throughput and time to completion, but other metrics could also be considered: data transfer time, scale of the workload executed, power consumption, or a mix of them. Metrics that are not related to performance include reliability, ease of application deployment, and generality of workload. In order to achieve the required metrics under given constraints, each Pilot-Job system exhibits characteristics that are either common or specific to one or more implementations. Discerning these characteristics requires isolating the minimal set of logical components that characterize every Pilot-Job system.
At some level, all Pilot-Job systems employ three separate but coordinated logical components: a Pilot Manager, a Workload Manager, and a Task Manager. The Pilot Manager handles the description, instantiation, and use of one or more resource placeholders (i.e., pilots) on single or multiple machines. The Workload Manager handles the scheduling of one or more workloads on the available resource placeholders. The Task Manager takes care of executing the tasks of each workload by means of the resources held by the placeholders.
The implementation details of these three logical components vary significantly across Pilot-Job systems (see §4). For example, two or more logical components may be implemented by a single software module or additional functionalities may be integrated into the three management components. Nevertheless, the Pilot, Workload, and Task Managers can always be distinguished across different Pilot-Job systems.
Each Pilot-Job system supports a minimal set of functionalities that allow for the execution of workloads: Pilot Provisioning, Task Dispatching, and Task Execution. Pilot-Job systems need to schedule resource placeholders on the target machines, schedule tasks on the available placeholders, and then use these placeholders to execute the tasks of the given workload. More functionalities might be needed to implement a production-grade Pilot-Job system. For example, authentication, authorization, accounting, data management, fault-tolerance, or load-balancing. While these functionalities may be critical implementation details, they depend on the specific characteristics of the given use cases, workloads, or targeted resources. As such, these functionalities should not be considered necessary characteristics of a Pilot-Job system.
Among the core functionalities that characterize every Pilot-Job system, Pilot Provisioning is essential because it allows for the creation of resource placeholders. As seen in §2, this type of placeholder enables tasks to utilize resources without directly depending on the capabilities exposed by the target machines. Resource placeholders are scheduled onto target machines by means of dedicated capabilities, but once scheduled and then executed, these placeholders make their resources directly available for the execution of the tasks of a workload.
The provisioning of resource placeholders depends on the capabilities exposed by the middleware of the targeted machine and on the implementation of each Pilot system. Typically, on middleware for resources adopting queues, batch systems, and schedulers, provisioning a placeholder involves it being submitted as a job. For such middleware, a job is a type of logical container that includes configuration and execution parameters alongside information on the application to be executed on the machine's compute resources.
Conversely, for machines without a job-based middleware, a resource placeholder would be executed by means of other types of logical container as, for example, a virtual machine or a Docker Engine [69, 70] .
Once resource placeholders are bound to the resources of a machine, tasks need to be dispatched to those placeholders for execution. Task dispatching does not depend on the functionalities of the targeted machine's middleware so it can be implemented as part of the Pilot-Job system. In this way, the control over the execution of a workload is shifted from the machine's middleware to the Pilot system. This shift is a defining characteristic of the Pilot paradigm, as it decouples the execution of a workload from the need to submit its tasks via the machine's scheduler. For example, the execution of individual tasks of a workload will not depend upon the specifics of the targeted machine's state or availability, but rather on those of the placeholder. More elaborate execution patterns involving task and data dependences can thus be implemented independent of the capabilities and constraints of the target machine's middleware. Ultimately, this is how Pilot-Job systems allow for the direct control of workload execution and the optimization, for example, of execution throughput.
Communication and coordination are two distinguishing characteristics of distributed systems, and Pilot-Job systems are no exception. The three logical components -Workload Manager, Pilot Manager, and Task Manager -need to communicate in order to coordinate the execution of the given workload. Nonetheless, Pilot-Job systems are not defined by any specific communication and coordination pattern as the logical components of a Pilot-Job system may communicate or coordinate using any suitable pattern ??. The same applies to network architectures and protocols: different network architectures and protocols may be used to achieve effective communication and coordination.
As seen in §2, master-worker is a very common coordination pattern among Pilot-Job systems. When the master is identified with the Workload Manager, and the worker with the Task Manager, the functionalities related to task description, scheduling, and monitoring will generally be implemented within the Workload Manager, while the functionalities needed to execute each task will be implemented within the Task Manager. Alternative coordination patterns, for example, where a Task Manager directly coordinates the task scheduling, might require a functionally simpler Workload Manager but a comparatively more feature-rich Task Manager. The former would require capabilities for submitting tasks, while the latter capabilities to coordinate with its neighbor executors leveraging, for example, a dedicated overlay network. While these systems would adopt different coordination patterns, they could both be considered Pilot-Job systems.
Data management can play an important role within a Pilot-Job system. For example, functionalities can be provided to support the local or remote staging of data required to execute the tasks of a workload, or data might be managed according to the specific capabilities offered by the targeted machine's middleware. How these requirements are implemented does not define a core functionality of the Pilot system. Being able to read and write files to a local filesystem should then be considered the minimal capability related to data required by a Pilot-Job system. More advanced and specific data capabilities like, for example, data replication, (concurrent) data transfers, data abstractions other than files and directories, or data placeholders should be considered special-purpose capabilities, not characteristic of every Pilot-Job system.
In the following subsection, a minimal set of terms related to the logical components and capabilities described so far is defined.
Terms and Definitions
The terms "pilot" and "job" are arguably among the most relevant when referring to Pilot-Job systems. The definition of both concepts is context-dependent and several other terms need to be clarified in order to offer a coherent terminology. Both "pilot" and "job" need to be understood in the context of machines and middleware used by Pilot-Job systems. These machines offer compute, storage, and network resources and Pilots allow for the utilization of those resources to execute the tasks of one or more workloads.
Task. A container for operations to be performed on a computing platform, alongside a description of the properties and dependences of those operations, and indications on how they should be executed and satisfied. Implementations of a task may include wrappers, scripts, or applications.
Workload. A set of tasks, possibly related by a set of arbitrarily complex relations. For example, relations may involve tasks, data, or runtime communication requirements.
Resource. Finite, typed, and physical quantity utilized when executing the tasks of a workload. Compute cores, data storage space, or network bandwidth between a source and a destination are all examples of resources commonly utilized when executing workloads.
Distributed Computing Resource (DCR).
A machine characterized by a tuple: {a set of possibly heterogeneous resources, a middleware, and an administrative domain}.
Workloads are characterized by multiple tasks. These can be homogeneous, heterogeneous, or one-of-a-kind but an established and encompassing taxonomy for workload description is not available. We propose a taxonomy based upon the orthogonal properties of coupling, dependency, and similarity of tasks.
Workloads comprised of tasks that are independent and effectively indistinguishable from other tasks are commonly referred to as a Bag-of-Tasks (BoT) [71, 72] . Ensembles (ENS) represent workloads when the collective outcome of the tasks is relevant (e.g., computing the average property) [73] . The tasks that comprise the workload in turn can have varying degrees and types of coupling; coupled tasks might have global (synchronous) or local exchanges (asynchronous), regular or irregular communication. We categorize such workloads as coupled ensembles (C-ENS) independent of the specific details of the coupling between the tasks. A workflow (WF) represents a workload with arbitrarily complex relationships among the tasks, ranging from dependencies (e.g., sequential or data) to coupling between the tasks (e.g., frequency or volume of exchange) [38] .
A cluster is a typical example of a DCR: it offers sets of compute and data resources; it deploys a middleware as, for example, the Torque batch system, the Globus grid middleware, or the OpenStack cloud platform; and enforces policies of an administrative domain like XSEDE, OSG, CERN, NERSC, or a University.
As seen in §2, most of the DCRs used by Pilot-Job systems utilize "queues", "batch systems", and "schedulers". In such DCRs, jobs are scheduled and then executed by a batch system.
Job. Functionally defined as a "task" from the perspective of the DCR, but in the case of a Pilot-Job system indicative of the type of container required to acquire resources on a specific infrastructure.
When considering Pilot-Job systems, jobs and tasks are functionally analogous but qualitatively different. Functionally, both jobs and tasks are containers -i.e. metadata wrappers around one or more executables often called "kernel", "application", or "script". Qualitatively, the term "task" is used when reasoning about workloads, while "job" is used in relation to a specific type of DCR middleware where such a container is submitted. Accordingly, tasks are considered as the functional units of a workload, while jobs as a way to schedule one or more tasks on a DCR with a specific middleware. It should be noted that, given their functional equivalence, the two terms can be adopted interchangeably when considered outside the context of Pilot-Job systems. Indeed, workloads are encoded into jobs when they have to be directly executed on DCRs that support or require that type of container.
As described in §3.1, a resource placeholder needs to be submitted to a DCR wrapped in the type of container supported by the middleware of that specific DCR. For this reason, the capabilities exposed by the job submission system of the target DCR determine the submission process of resource placeholders and its specifics. For example, when wrapped within a "job", placeholders are provisioned by submitting a job to the DCR queuing system, and become available only once the job has been scheduled, and only for the duration of the job lifetime.
A Pilot is a resource placeholder. As such, a pilot holds portion of a DCR's resources for a user or a group of users, depending on implementation details. A Pilot-Job system is a software capable of creating pilots so as to gain exclusive control over a set of resources on one or more DCRs and then to execute the tasks of one or more workloads on those pilots.
Pilot. A container (e.g., a "job") that functions as a resource placeholder on a given infrastructure and is capable of executing tasks of a workload on that resource.
It should be noted that the term "pilot" as defined here is named differently across Pilot-Job systems. Depending upon context, in addition to the term "placeholder", a pilot may also be named "agent" or "Pilot-Job" [10, 74] . All these terms are, in practice, used as synonyms without properly distinguishing between the type of container and the type of executable that compose a pilot.
Until now, the term Pilot-Job system has been used to indicate those systems capable of executing workloads on pilots. From now on, the term "Pilot system" will be used instead, as the term "job" in "Pilot-Job" identifies just the way in which a pilot is provisioned on a DCR exposing specific middleware. The use of the term "Pilot-Job system" should therefore be regarded as a historical artifact, viz., the targeting of a specific class of DCRs in which the term "job" was, and still is, meaningful. With the development of DCR middleware based on new abstractions as, for example, that of virtual machine, the term "job" has become too restrictive, a situation that can lead to terminological and conceptual confusion.
We have now defined resources, DCRs, and pilots. We have established that a pilot is a placeholder for a set of resources. When combined, the resources of multiple pilots form a resource overlay. The pilots of a resource overlay can potentially be distributed over multiple and diverse DCRs.
Resource Overlay. The aggregated set of resources of multiple pilots possibly instantiated on diverse DCRs.
As seen in §2.1, three more terms associated with Pilot systems need to be explicitly defined: "Multi-level scheduling", "early binding", and "late binding".
Pilot systems are said to implement multi-level scheduling because they require the scheduling of two types of entities: pilots and tasks [6, 75, 40] . This definition of "multi-level scheduling" is problematic because the term "level" is left unspecified. It is not clear what constitutes a level or how its boundaries should be assessed. "Multi-entity" and "multistage" are better terms to describe the scheduling properties of Pilot systems, as these terms specifically indicate that (at least) two entities are scheduled and that such scheduling happens at separate moments in time.
In the Pilot systems, a portion of the resources of a DCR is allocated to one or more pilots, and the tasks of a workload are dispatched for execution to those pilots. As alluded to in the previous subsection, this is a fundamental feature of Pilot systems as it leads to the following: (i) more flexible and potentially reduced times to completion of workloads as a consequence of avoiding a centralized job management system multiple times; and (ii) the tasks of a workload can be bound to a set of pilots before or after it becomes available on a remote resource. Depending on the implementation of a Pilot system, finer-grained scheduling of tasks within the pilot's resource allocation might be possible.
The greater control obtained as a consequence of removing the dependence of every task on the job submission system of the DCR is one of the main reasons for the success and early adoption of Pilot systems. In addition to possibly increasing the throughput of the workload execution, enabling each task to be executed on a pilot without waiting in the DCR's queue, it allows also the reuse of active pilots to execute multiple workloads. How tasks are actually scheduled to pilots is a matter of implementation. For example, a dedicated scheduler could be adopted, or tasks might be directly scheduled to a pilot by the user.
The type of binding of tasks to pilots depends on the state of the pilot. A pilot is inactive until it is executed on a DCR, is active thereafter, until it completes or fails. Early binding indicates the binding of a task to an inactive pilot; late binding the binding of a task to an active one. Early binding is potentially useful to increase the information about which pilots can be deployed: by knowing in advance the properties of the tasks that are bound to a pilot, specific deployment decisions can be made for that pilot. Additionally, in case of early binding, other type of decisions related to the workload could be made, e.g., the transfer of data to a certain resource while the pilot is still inactive. Late binding is instead critical to assure the aforementioned high throughput of the distributed application by allowing sustained task execution without additional queuing time or container instantiation time.
It should be noted that some aspects of early binding can also be achieved without a Pilot system, but, importantly, Pilot systems permit both types of binding, even within a single workload.
Multi-entity and Multi-stage scheduling. Scheduling pilots onto resources, and scheduling tasks onto (active or inactive) pilots.
Early binding. Binding one or more tasks to an inactive pilot.
Late binding. Binding one or more tasks to an active pilot. Figure 4 offers a diagrammatic overview of the logical components of Pilot systems (green) alongside their functionalities (blue) and the defined vocabulary (red). The figure is composed by three main blocks: the one on the top-left corner represents the workload originator. The one starting at the top-right and shaded in gray represents the Pilot system, while the four boxes one inside the other on the middle-left portion of the figure represent a DCR. Of the four boxes, the outmost denotes the DCR boundaries, e.g., a cluster. The second box the container used to schedule a pilot on the DCR, e.g., a job or a virtual machine. The third box represents the pilot once it has been instantiated on the DCR, and the fourth box represents the resources held by the pilot.
Together, Figure 4 can be interpreted as follow: an application submits a workload composed of tasks to the Pilot system via an interface (4, tag a). The Pilot Manager is responsible for pilot provisioning (4, tag b), the Workload Manager to dispatch tasks to the Task Manager (4, tag c), the Task Manager to execute those tasks once the pilot has become available (4, tag d). Figure 4 shows not only the separation between the DCR and the Pilot system, but also how the resources on which tasks are executed are contained within different logical and physical components. Appreciating the characteristics and functionalities of a Pilot system depends upon understanding the levels at which each of its component exposes capabilities.
Note how in Figure 4 scheduling happens at the DCR (tag b), for example by means of a cluster scheduler, and then at the pilot (tag c). This illustrates what has been called here a multi-entity and multi-stage scheduling, a couple of terms replacing the more common but less precise "multi-level scheduling". Figure 4 depicts the separation between scheduling at the pilot and scheduling at the workload manager, highlighting the four entities involved: jobs on DCR middleware, and tasks on pilots. Figure 4 also helps to appreciate the critical distinction between the container of a pilot and the pilot itself. A container, for example a job, is used by the pilot manager to provision the pilot. Once the pilot has been provisioned, it is the pilot and not the container that is responsible of both holding a set of resources and offering the functionalities of the task manager. Figure 4 should not be confused with an architectural diagram. No indications are given about the interfaces that should be used, how the logical component should be mapped into software modules, or what type of communication and coordination protocols should be adopted among such components. This is why no distinction is made diagrammatically between, for example, early and late binding. Figure 4 represents the architectural pattern for Pilot systems [76] . The defining features of this type of system are delineated in terms of components and functionalities that can be implemented by multiple architectures leading to diverse Pilot systems implementations. The wide spectrum of available implementations of the logical components and functionalities of a Pilot system is explored in the next section.
PILOT SYSTEMS: DESIGN, IMPLEMEN-TATION, AND ANALYSIS
The goal of this section is threefold. Initially, core and auxiliary design properties of Pilot systems are inferred and defined. Subsequently, a selection of Pilot system implementations are described showing how the architecture of each system maps to the architectural pattern presented in §3.1. Finally, insight is offered about the commonalities and differences distinguishing these implementations on the basis of the given descriptions and their most relevant auxiliary design properties.
Core properties
The core properties of every Pilot system are derived by analyzing the features each component described in §3.1 must have in order to implement its defining functionality. As such, core properties are necessary for every Pilot system and the minimal and complete set of these properties needs to be identified (see Table 1 ).
The design of a Pilot Manager requires at least the following in order to provide the Pilot Provisioning functionality: (i) pilots holding at least one type of resource in order to be usable for task execution; (ii) wrapping of pilots into jobs suitable for scheduling on chosen DCR(s); (iii) bootstrapping environment and execution routines so that pilots can become available for task scheduling and execution. These features are covered by two core properties: Pilot Resources and Pilot Deployment.
The design of a Workload Manager needs needs at least the following to provide Task Dispatching functionality: (i) workload descriptions expressing the computing requirements of each task alongside data and inter-task dependences (if any) so that workloads can be scheduled and then executed; (ii) pilots with a list of tasks, and each task listed in at least one pilot so as to enable complete binding between task and pilot(s); (iii) task lists associated with a pilot description or to a pilot instance in order to provide early and late binding. Workload Semantics and Workload Binding are the two core properties used to represent these features.
The design of a Task Manager requires that information is made available about configuration and environmental features that determine the execution process of a task on a DCR. Without such information, the Task Execution functionality cannot be implemented as the execution of a task would fail, for example due to misconfiguration or lack of required supporting software. The core property of Workload Execution represents this feature and other features associated with task execution.
The following offers a detailed description of each core property. Note that these properties refer to Pilot systems and not to individual pilot instances deployed on DCRs.
• Pilot Resources. The type and characteristics of resources that the Pilot system exposes. Resource types are, for example, compute, data, or networking while some of the their typical characteristics are: size (e.g., number of cores), lifespan, intercommunication (e.g., low-latency or inter-domain), computing platforms (e.g., x86, or GPU), file systems (e.g., local, shared, or distributed). The coupling between pilot and the resources that it holds may vary depending on the architecture of the DCR in which the pilot is instantiated. For example, a pilot may hold multiple compute nodes, single nodes, or portion of the cores of each node. The same applies to file systems and their partitions, or to software-defined or physical networks.
• Pilot Deployment. Modalities for pilot scheduling and bootstrapping. The characteristic of these operations vary depending on the design choices of Pilot systems. For example, pilot scheduling may be fully automated (i.e., implicit) or directly controlled by applications and end-users (i.e., explicit). Pilots can be bootstrapped from code downloaded at every instantiation or from code that is bundled by the DCR. Scheduling and bootstrapping are performed on a DCR and their design depends on whether single or multiple types of DCRs are targeted. For example, a design based on connectors will be desirable when targeting multiple DCRs in order to gather and use information about type of container (e.g., job, virtual machine), type of scheduler (e.g., PBS, HTCondor, Globus), amount of cores, walltime, or available filesystems.
• Workload Semantics. Properties and relations among tasks captured in a workload description. This description encodes all the information necessary for • Task Binding. Modalities and policies for binding tasks to pilots. Executing a workload requires for its tasks to be bound to one or more pilots instantiated on one or more DCRs. As seen in §3, Pilot systems may allow for two modalities of binding between tasks and pilots: early binding and late binding. Pilot system implementations differ in whether and how they support these two types of binding. Furthermore, Pilot systems can support application-level or multi-stage scheduling decisions. For example, coupled tasks may have to be bound to a single pilot, loosely coupled or uncoupled tasks to multiple pilots; tasks may be scheduled to a pilot and then to a specific pool of resources on a single compute node; or task binding may be prioritized depending on task size and duration.
• Task Execution. Type and characteristics of the environment in which tasks are executed. Once bound to a pilot, a task needs an environment that satisfies its execution requirements. The execution environment depends on the type of task (e.g., single or multithreaded, MPI), task code dependences (e.g., compilers, libraries, interpreters, or modules ), and task communication, coordination and data requirements (e.g., interprocess, internode communication, data staging, sharing, and replication).
Auxiliary properties
Several auxiliary properties play an important role in supporting the design of the core properties (see Table 2 ). While these properties might be necessary for Pilot systems deployment and usability, in of themselves they do not distinguish a Pilot as a unique system. For example, while the design of every Pilot system has to specify pilot deployment, authentication and authorization may be required for pilot deployment only on some DCRs, the specifics protocols and mechanisms of which depend upon the DCRs middleware. As such, the set of auxiliary properties are not necessarily shared among all Pilot systems.
The following list of auxiliary properties is a representative subset. While the given set of core properties has to characterize every Pilot system design, an arbitrary number of auxiliary properties have to be considered, depending on use case and target DCRs requirements. Examples of this type of property are: programming and user interfaces; interoperability across differing middleware and other Pilot systems; multitenancy of pilots as opposed to that of DCRs; strategies and abstractions for data management; security including authentication, authorization, and accounting; or robustness in terms of fault-tolerance and high-availability.
The following list of auxiliary properties refers to Pilot systems and not to individual pilot instances deployed on DCRs.
• Architecture. Pilot systems may be implemented by means of different types of architecture (e.g., serviceoriented, client-server, or peer-to-peer). Architectural choices may depend on multiple factors, including application use cases, deployment strategies, or interoperability requirements. The analysis and comparison of architectural choices is limited to the trade-offs implied by each choice, especially when considering how they affect the core properties.
• Communication and Coordination. Communication and coordination are features of every distributed system, but Pilot systems are not defined by any specific communication and coordination pattern or protocol. The details of communication and coordination among the Pilot system components are determined at implementation time.
• Interface. Pilot systems may present several types of private and public interfaces: among the components of the Pilot system, between the application and the Pilot system, or between end users and one or more programming language interfaces for the Pilot system.
• Interoperability. Interoperability is defined as the capability to deploy pilots on DCRs characterized by heterogeneous middleware. It allows for a Pilot system to provision pilots and execute workloads on different types of DCR middleware (e.g., HTC, HPC, cloud but also HTCondor, LSF, Slurm, or Torque).
• Multitenancy. Pilot systems may offer multitenancy at both system and local level. When offered at system level, multiple users are allowed to utilize the same instance of a Pilot system; when available at local level, multiple users may share the same pilot. Practices and policies for code production and management DCR Interaction
Modalities and protocols for pilot system/DCR interaction coordination • Resource Overlay. The resources of multiple pilots may be aggregated into a resource overlay. Overlays may be directly exposed to the application layer and to the end-users depending on the public interfaces and usability models. Overlays may abstract away the notion of pilot or offer an explicit semantic for their aggregation, selection, and management.
• Robustness. Indicates the design features that contribute towards the resilience and the reliability of a Pilot system. Fault-tolerance, high-availability, and state persistence are considered indicators of both the maturity of the development stage of the Pilot system implementation, and the type of support offered to the relevant use cases.
• Security. The usage and applicability of Pilot systems' core functionalities are influenced by security protocols and policies. Authentication, authorization, and accounting can be based on diverse protocols and vary across Pilot systems. An in depth analysis of the security protocols for Pilot systems is outside the scope of this paper.
• Data. As discussed in Section 3.1, only basic data reading/writing functionalities are required by a Pilot system. Nonetheless, most real-life use cases require more advanced data management functionalities that can be implemented within the Pilot system or delegated to third party tools.
• Performance and scalability. Pilot systems vary in terms of both overheads they add to the execution of a given workload, and size and duration of the workloads a user can expect to be supported. Furthermore, Pilot systems can be designed to optimize one or more performance metrics, depending on the targeted use cases.
• Development Model. The model used to develop Pilot systems is a distinguishing element, especially when considering whether the development is supported by an open community or by a specific project. Different development models have an impact on the life span of the Pilot system, its maintainability and, in case, evolution path.
• DCR Interaction. Pilot systems interact with DCRs at multiple levels. The degree of coupling between the Pilot system and the DCR can vary as much as the information shared between them. Depending on the capabilities implemented, Pilot systems have to negotiate the scheduling on pilots, may be staging data in and out of the DCR, and may have to mediate task binding and execution by means of remote interfaces and protocols.
Both core and auxiliary properties have a direct impact on the use cases for which Pilot systems are designed, engineered, and deployed. For example, while every Pilot system offers the opportunity to schedule the tasks of a workload on a pilot, the degree of support for specific workloads varies across implementations. Some Pilot systems support Virtual Organizations (VO) [77] and running tasks from multiple users on a single pilot while others support jobs using the Message Passing Interface (MPI). Furthermore, all Pilot systems support the execution of one or more type of workloads, but they differ when considering execution modalities that maximize application throughput (HTC), task computing performance (HPC), or container-based high scalability (cloud).
Pilot System Implementations
A set of Pilot systems has been chosen for further analysis to show how the core properties just described are implemented under different requirements both in terms of target DCRs and application workloads. The choice is based on availability, design, intended use, and uptake of each Pilot system. The goal is to describe systems that: (i) implement diverse design; (ii) target specific or general-purpose use cases and DCR; and (iii) are currently available, actively maintained and used by scientific communities. Where an exception is made to the the last point (MyCluster), it is due to the specific design and advance engendered by MyCluster. Space constraints prevented consideration of additional Pilot systems, as well as necessitated limiting the analysis to the core properties of Pilot systems.
Examining these Pilot systems using the architectural pattern and common vocabulary defined in §3 exposes similarities and differences allowing a detailed comparison. Critically assessing these differences will bring to the fore the generality of the pilot abstraction, its independence from specific software systems and deployment environments, and the more relevant challenges of Pilot systems implementation. Table 3 offers a summary of the core properties implementation for each analyzed Pilot system 2 .
Coaster System
The Coaster System (also referred to in literature as Coasters) is developed and maintained by the Distributed Systems Laboratory at the University of Chicago. The primary goal of the Coaster System is to provide Pilot abstraction functionalities to Swift system [2, 81] . The Coaster System can be used stand-alone but, in practice, it should be regarded as a system specifically tailored for the Swift System requirements and design.
The Coaster System is composed of three main components [82] : a Coaster Client, a Coaster Service, and a set of Workers. The Coaster Client implements both a Bootstrap and a Messaging Service while the Coaster Service implements a data proxy service and a set of job providers for diverse DCRs middleware. Workers are executed on the DCR compute nodes to bind compute resources and execute the tasks submitted by the users to the Coaster System. Figure 5 illustrates how the Coaster System components map to the components and functionalities of a Pilot system as described in in §3: the Coaster Client is a Workload Manager, the Coaster Service a Pilot Manager, and each Worker a Task Manager. The Coaster Service implements the Pilot Provisioning functionality by submitting adequate numbers of Workers on suitable DCRs. The Coaster Client implements Task Dispatching while the Workers implements Task Execution.
The execution model of the Coaster System can be summarized in 7 steps [68]: 1. a set of tasks is submitted by a user via the Coaster Client API; 2. when not already active, the Bootstrap Service and the Message Service are started within the Coaster Client; 3. when not already active, a Coaster Service is instantiated for the DCR(s) indicated in the task descriptions; 4. the Coaster Service gets the task descriptions and analyzes their requirements; 5. the Coaster Service submits one or more Workers to the target DCR taking also into account whether any worker is already active; 6. when a Worker becomes active it pulls a task and, if any, its data dependences from the Coaster Client via the Coaster Service; 7. the task is executed.
Each Worker holds compute resources in the form of compute cores. Data can be staged from a shared file-system, directly from the client to the Worker, or via the Coaster Service acting as a proxy. Data are not a type of resource held by the pilots so the Pilot abstraction is not used to expose data to the user. Networking capabilities are assumed to be available among the Coaster System components but a dedicated communication protocol is implemented, used also for data staging.
The Coaster Service automates the deployment of pilots (i.e., Workers) by taking into account several parameters: total number of jobs that the DCR batch system accepts; number of cores for each DCR compute node; DCR policy for compute nodes allocation; walltime of the pilots compared to the total walltime of the tasks submitted by the users. These parameters are evaluated by a custom pilot deployment algorithm that performs a walltime overallocation estimated against user-defined parameters, and chooses the number and sizing of pilots on the base of the target DCR capabilities.
The Coaster System is primarily designed to serve as a Pilot backend for the Swift System. As such, the Coaster System can execute workflows composed of loosely coupled tasks with data dependences. Natively, the Coaster Client implements a Java CoG Job Submission Provider [83, 84] for which both Java and Python API are available to submit tasks and to develop distributed applications. While tasks are assumed to be single-core by default, multi-core tasks can be executed by configuring the Coaster System to submit Workers holding multiple cores [85] . It should also be possible to execute MPI tasks by having Workers to span multiple compute nodes of a DCR.
The Coaster Service uses providers from the Java CoG Kit Abstraction Library to submit Workers to DCR with grid, HPC, and cloud middleware. Workers pull the tasks to execute, The late binding of tasks to pilots is implemented by Workers pulling tasks to be executed as soon as free resources are available. It should be noted that tasks are early bound to the DCR that is specified as part of the task description.
DIANE
DIANE [3] (DIstributed ANalysis Environment) has been developed at CERN to support the execution of workloads for the DCRs associated with European Grid Infrastructure (EGI) and worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). DI-ANE has since been used also in the Life Sciences [86, 87, 88] and in few other scientific domains [89, 90] . DIANE is an application task coordination framework for distributed applications that can be executed by means of the master-worker pattern [3] . DIANE consists of four logical components: a TaskScheduler, an ApplicationManager, a SubmitterScript, and a set of ApplicationWorkers [91] Figure 6 shows how DIANE implements the components and functionalities of a pilot system as described in §3: the RunMaster service is a Workload Manager, the SubmitterScript is a Pilot Manager, and the ApplicationWorker of each WorkerAgent service is a Task Manager. Accordingly, the Pilot provisioning functionality is implemented by the SubmitterScript, Task Dispatching by the RunMaster, and Task Execution by the WorkerAgent. In DIANE, Pilots are called "WorkerAgents".
The execution model of DIANE can be summarized in four steps [92] : 1. the user submits one or more jobs to DCR by means of SubmitScript(s) to bootstrap one or more WorkerAgent; 2. When ready, the WorkAgent(s) reports back to the ApplicationManager; 3. tasks are scheduled by the TaskScheduler on the available WorkerAgent(s); 4. after execution, WorkerAgents send the output of the computation back to the ApplicationManager.
The pilots used by DIANE (i.e., WorkerAgents) hold compute resources on the target DCRs. WorkerAgents are executed by the DCR middleware as jobs with mostly one core but possibly more. DIANE also offers a data service with a dedicated API and CLI that allows for staging files in and out of WorkerAgents. This service represents an abstraction of the data resources and capabilities offered by the DCR, and it is designed to handle data only in the form of files stored into a file system. Network resources are assumed to be available and no abstractions are offered.
DIANE leaves the user free to develop pilot deployment mechanisms tailored to specific resources. The RunMaster service assumes to have pilots available to schedule the tasks of the workload. Deployment mechanisms can range from direct manual execution of jobs on remote resources to deployment scripts or full-fledged factory systems to support the sustained provisioning of pilots over extended periods of time.
A computational task-management tool called GANGA [93, 94] is available to support the development of SubmitterScripts. GANGA offers a unified interface for job submission to DCRs with Globus, HTCondor, UNICORE, or gLite middleware. The main goal of GANGA is to facilitate the submission of pilots to diverse DCRs by means of a uniform interface and abstraction.
DIANE has been designed to execute workloads that can be partitioned into ensembles of parametric tasks on multiple pilots. Each task can consist of an executable invocation but also of a set of instructions, OpenMP threads, or MPI processes ??. Relations among tasks and group of tasks can be specified before or during runtime enabling DIANE to execute articulated workflows. Plugins have been written to manage DAGs [95] and data-oriented workflows [96] .
DIANE is primarily designed for HTC and Grid environments and to execute pilots with a single core. Nonetheless, the notion of "capacity" is exposed to the user to allow for the specification of pilots with multiple cores. Although the workload binding is controllable by the user-programmable TaskScheduler, the general architecture is consistent with a pull model. The pull model naturally implements the late-binding paradigm where every ApplicationAgent of each available pilot pulls a new task.
DIRAC
DIRAC (Distributed Infrastructure with Remote Agent Control) is a software product developed by the CERN LHCb project [97] . DIRAC implements a Workload Management System (WMS) to manage the processing of detector data, Monte Carlo simulations, and end-user analyses. DIRAC primarily serves as the LHCb workload management interface to WLCG and, as such, it can execute workloads on DCRs deploying Grid, Cloud, and HPC middleware.
DIRAC has four main logical components: a set of TaskQeues, a set of TaskQueueDirectors, a set of JobWrappers, and a MatchMaker. TaskQueues, TaskQueueDirec- DIRAC was the first pilot-based WMS designed, developed, and deployed to serve one of the LHC main experiments [4] . Figure 7 shows how the DIRAC WMS implements a Workload, a Pilot, and a Task Manager as they have been described in §3. TaskQueues and the MatchMaker implement the Workload Manager and the related Task Dispatching functionality. Each TaskQueueDirector implements a Pilot Manager and its Pilot Provisioning functionality, while each JobWrapper implements a Task Manager and Pilot Execution.
The DIRAC execution model can be summarized in 5 steps: 1. a user submits one or more tasks by means of a CLI, Web portal, or API to the WMS Job Manager; 2. submitted tasks are validated and added to a new or an existing TaskQeue, depending on the task properties; 3. one or more TaskQueues are evaluated by a TaskQueueDirector and a suitable number of JobWrappers are submitted to available DCRs; 4. JobWrappers, once instantiated on the DCRs, pull the MatchMaker asking for tasks to be executed; 5. tasks are executed by the JobWrappers under the supervision of each JobWrapper's Watchdog.
JobWrappers, the DIRAC pilots, hold compute resources in the form of single or multiple cores, spanning portions, whole, or multiple compute nodes. A dedicated subsystem is offered to manage data staging and replication but data capabilities are not exposed via the Pilot abstraction. Network resources are assumed to be available to allow pilots to communicate with the WMS.
Pilots are deployed by TaskQueueDirectors. Three main operations are iterated: (i) getting a list of TaskQueues;
(ii) calculating the number of pilots to submit depending on the user-specified priority of each task, and the number and properties of the available or scheduled pilots; and (iii) submitting the calculated number of pilots while rewriting the task description in the language required by the DCR middleware on which the pilot has been submitted. Natively, DIRAC can execute tasks described by means of the Job Description Language (JDL) [98] . As such, singlecore, multi-core, MPI, parametric, and collection jobs can be described and submitted. Users can specify a priority index for each submitted job and one or more specific DCR that should be targeted for execution. Tasks with complex data dependences can be described by means of a DIRAC system called "Transformation Management System" (TMS) [99] . In this way, user-specified, data-driven workflows can be automatically submitted and managed by the DIRAC WMS.
As DIANE and the Coaster System, DIRAC features a task pull model that naturally implements the late-binding paradigm. Each JobWrapper pulls a new task once it is available and has free resources. No early binding of tasks on pilots is offered.
HTCondor Glidein and GlideinWMS
The HTCondor Glidein system has been designed as part of the software ecosystem of HTCondor. The HTCondor Glidein system implements pilots within regular Condor pools. It was developed by the Center for High Throughput Computing at the University of Wisconsin-Madison (UWMadison). HTCondor Glidein's original goal was to aggregate DCRs with heterogeneous middleware into HTCondor resource pools [100] .
The logical components of HTCondor relevant to the Glidein system are: a set of Schedd and Startd daemons, a Collector, and a Negotiator [101] . Schedd is a queuing system that holds workload tasks and Startd handles the DCR resources. The Collector holds references to all the active Schedd/Startd daemons, and the Negotiator matches tasks queued in a Schedd to resources handled by a Startd.
HTCondor Glidein has been complemented by Glidein-WMS [59] , a Glidein-based workload management system that automates deployment and management of Glideins on multiple types of DCR middleware. GlideinWMS builds upon the HTCondor Glidein system by adding the following logical components: a set of Glidein Factory daemons, a set of VO Frontend daemons, and a Collector dedicated to the WMS [102, 103] . Glidein Factories submit tasks to the DCRs middleware, each VO Frontend matches the tasks on one or more Schedd to the resource attributes advertised by a specific Glidein Factory, and the WMS Collector holds references to all the active Glidein Factories and VO Frontend daemons. Figure 8 shows the mapping of the HTCondor Glidein Service and GlideinWMS elements to the components and functionalities of a pilot system as described in §3. The set of VO Frontends and Glidein Factories alongside the WMS collector implement a Pilot Manager and its pilot provisioning functionality. The set of Schedd, the Collector, and the Negotiator implement a Workload Manager and its task dispatching functionality. The Startd daemon implements a Task Manager alongside its task execution functionality. A Glidein is a job submitted to a DCR middleware that, once instantiated, configures and executes a Startd daemon. As such, a Glidein is a pilot.
The execution model of the HTCondor Glidein system can be summarized in 9 steps: 1. the user submits a Glidein (i.e., a job) to a DCR batch scheduler; 2. once executed, this Glidein bootstraps a Startd daemon; 3. the Startd daemon advertises itself with the Collector; 4. the user submits the tasks of the workload to the Schedd daemon; 5. the Schedd advertises these tasks to the Collector; 6. the Negotiator matches the requirements of the tasks to the properties of one of the available Startd daemon (i.e., a Glidein); 7. the Negotiator communicates the match to the Schedd; 8. the Schedd submits the tasks to the Startd daemon indicated by the Negotiator; 9. the task is executed.
GlideinWMS extends the execution model of the HTCondor Glidein system by automating the Glideins provision. The user does not have to submit Glidein directly but only tasks to Schedd. From there: 1. every Schedd advertises its tasks with the VO Frontend; 2. the VO Frontend matches the tasks' requirements to the resource properties advertised by the WMS Connector; 3. the VO Frontend places requests for Glideins instantiation to the WMS Collector; 4. the WMS Collector contacts the appropriate Glidein Factory to execute the requested Glideins; 5. the requested Glideins become active on the DCRs; and 6. the Glideins advertise their availability to the (HTCondor) Collector. From there on the execution model is the same as described for the HTCondor Glidein Service.
The resources managed by a single Glidein (i.e., pilot) are limited to compute resources. Glideins may bind one or more cores, depending on the target DCRs. For example, heterogeneous HTCondor pools with resources for desktops, workstations, small campus clusters, and some larger clusters will run mostly single core Glideins. More specialized pools that hold, for example, only DCRs with HTC, Grid, or Cloud middleware may instantiate Glideins with a larger number of cores. Both HTCondor Glidein and GlideinWMS provide abstractions for file staging but no pilot abstraction is offered for data or network resources.
The process of pilot deployment is the main difference between HTCondor Glidein and GlideinWMS. While the HTCondor Glidein system requires users to submit the pilots to the DCRs, GlideinWMS automates and optimizes pilot provisioning. GlideinWMS attempts to maximize the throughput of task execution by continuously instantiating Glideins until the queues of the available Schedd are emptied. Once all the tasks have been executed, the remaining Glideins are terminated.
HTCondor Glidein and GlideWMS expose the interfaces of HTCondor to the application layer and no theoretical limitations are posed on the type and complexity of the workloads that can be executed [104] . For example, DAGman (Directed Acyclic Graph Manager) [79] has been designed to execute workflows by submitting tasks to Schedd, and a tool is available to design applications based on the masterworker coordination pattern.
HTCondor was originally designed for resource scavenging and opportunistic computing. Thus, in practice, independent and single (or few-core) tasks are more commonly executed than many-core tasks, as is the case for OSG, the largest HTCondor and GlideinWMS deployment. Nonetheless, in principle specific projects may use dedicated installation and resources to execute tasks with larger core requirements both for distributed and parallel applications, including MPI applications.
Both HTCondor Glidein and GlideWMS rely on one or more HTCondor Collectors to match task requirements and resource properties, represented as ClassAds [105] . This matching can be evaluated right before the execution of the task. In this way, both pilot systems allow for late binding. Early binding instead is not available.
MyCluster
MyCluster [106, 107] was originally developed at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC), sponsored by NSF to enable execution of workloads on TeraGrid, a set of DCRs deploying Grid middleware. MyCluster provides users with virtual clusters: aggregates of homogeneous resources dynamically acquired on multiple and diverse DCRs. Each virtual cluster exposes HTCondor [52] , SGE [108] , or OpenPBS [109] job-submission systems, depending on the user and use case requirements.
MyCluster is designed around three main components: a Cluster Builder Agent, a system where users create Virtual Login Sessions, and a set of Task Managers. The Cluster Builder Agent acquires the resources from diverse DCRs by means of multiple Task Managers, while the Virtual Login Session presents these resources as a virtual cluster to the user. A virtual login session can be dedicated to a single user, or customized and shared by all the users of a project. Upon login on the virtual cluster, a user is presented with a shell-like environment used to submit tasks for execution. Figure 9 shows how the components of MyCluster map to the components and functionalities of a Pilot system as described in 3.1: The Cluster Builder Agent implements a Pilot Manager and a Virtual Login Session implements a Workload Manager. The Task Manager shares its name and functionality with the homonymous component defined in 3.1. The Cluster Builder Agent provides Task Managers by submitting Job Proxies to diverse DCRs, and a Virtual Login Session uses the Task Managers to submit and execute tasks. As such, Job Proxies are pilots.
The execution model of MyCluster can be summarized in 5 steps: 1. a user logs into a dedicated virtual cluster via, for example, ssh to access a dedicated Virtual Login Session; 2. the user writes a job wrapper script using the HTCondor, SGI, or OpenPBS job specification language; 3. the user submits the job to the job submission system on the virtual cluster; 4. the Cluster Builder Agent submits a suitable number of Job Proxies on one or more DCR; 5. when the Job Proxies become active, the user-submitted job is executed on the resources they hold. Job Proxies hold compute resources in the form of compute cores. MyCluster does not offer any dedicated data subsystem and Job Proxies (i.e. pilots) are not used to expose data resources to the user. Users are assumed to stage the data required by the compute tasks directly or by means of the data capabilities exposed by the job submission system of the virtual cluster. Networking is assumed to be available among the MyCluster components.
The Cluster Builder Agent submits Job Proxies to each DCR by using the GridShell framework [110] . GridShell wraps the Job Proxies description into the job description language supported by the target DCR. Thanks to GridShell, MyCluster can submit jobs to DCR with diverse middleware.
MyCluster exposes to the user a virtual cluster with a predefined job submission system. Moreover, pilots can have a user-defined amount of cores inter or cross-compute node. As such, every application built to utilize HTCondor, SGE, or OpenPBS can be executed transparently on MyCluster. This includes single and multi-core tasks, MPI tasks, and data-driven workflows.
The jobs specified by a user are bound to the DCR resources as soon as Job Proxies become active. The user does not have to specify on which Job Proxies or DCR each task has to be executed. As such MyCluster implements both pilot and DCR late binding.
PANDA
PanDA (Production and Distributed Analysis) [55] was developed to provide a multi-user workload management system (WMS) for ATLAS [58] . ATLAS is a particle de- tector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN that requires a WMS to handle large numbers of tasks for their data-driven processing workloads. In addition to the logistics of handling large-scale task execution, ATLAS also needs integrated monitoring for the analysis of system state, and a high degree of automation to reduce user and administrative intervention.
PanDA has been initially deployed as an HTC-oriented, multi-user WMS system for ATLAS, consisting of 100 heterogeneous computing sites [111] . Recent improvements to PanDA have extended the range of deployment scenarios to HPC and cloud-based DCRs making PanDA a generalpurpose Pilot system [112] .
PanDA architecture consists of a Grid Scheduler and a PanDA Server [113, 114] . The Grid Scheduler is implemented by a component called "AutoPilot" that submits jobs to diverse DCRs. The PanDA server is implemented by four main components: a Task Buffer, a Broker, a Job Dispatcher, and a Data Service. The Task Buffer collects all the submitted tasks into a global queue and the Broker prioritizes and binds those tasks to DCRs on the basis of multiple criteria. The Data Service stages the input file(s) of the tasks to the DCR to which the tasks have been bound using the data transfer technologies exposed by the DCR middleware (e.g., uberftp, gridftp, or lcg-cp). The Job Dispatcher delivers the tasks to the RunJobs run by each Pilot bound to a DCR. Figure 10 shows how PANDA implements the components and functionalities of a pilot system as described in §3: the Grid Scheduler is a Workload Manager implementing Pilot Provision while the PanDA Server is a Task Manager implementing Task Dispatching. The jobs submitted by the Grid Scheduler are called "Pilots" and act as pilots once instantiated on the DCR by contacting the Job Dispatcher component to request for tasks to execute.
The execution model of PANDA can be summarized in 8 steps [115, 116] : 1. the user submits tasks to the PanDA server; 2. the tasks are queued within the Task Buffer; 3. the tasks requirements are evaluated by the Broker and bound to a DCR; 4. the input files of the tasks are staged to the bound DCR by the Data Service; 5. the required pilot(s) are submitted as jobs to the target DCR; 6. the submitted pilot(s) becomes available and reports back to the Job Dispatcher; 7. tasks are dispatched to the available pilots for execution; 8. tasks are executed.
PanDA pilots expose computational resources. Pilots are designed to expose mainly a single core but extensions have been developed to instantiate pilots with multiple cores [117] . The Data Service of PanDA allows to integrate and automate data staging within the task execution process but no pilot-based data abstractions are offered [111] . Network resources are assumed to be available but no networkspecific abstractions are made available.
The AutoPilot component of PanDA's Grid Scheduler has been designed to use multiple methods to submit pilots to DCRs. The PanDA installations of the US ATLAS infrastructure uses the HTCondor-G [1] system to submit pilots to the US production sites. Other schedulers enable AutoPilot to submit to local and remote batch systems or to the GlideinWMS frontend. Submissions via the canonical tools offered by HTCondor have also been used to submit tasks to cloud resources via PanDA.
PanDA was initially designed to serve specifically the AT-LAS use case and, as such, to execute mostly single-core tasks with input and output files. Since its initial design, the ATLAS analysis and simulation tools have started to investigate multi-core task execution with AthenaMP [117] and PanDA has been evolving towards a more general purpose workload manager [118, 119, 120] . As a consequence, PanDA is starting to offer experimental support for multicore pilots and tasks with or without data dependences. Now, PanDA also supports applications from a variety of science domains. [13] .
PanDA offers late binding but not early binding capabilities. Workload jobs are assigned to activated and validated pilots by the PanDA server based on brokerage criteria like data locality and resource characteristics.
RADICAL-Pilot
The authors of this paper have been engaged in theoretical and practical aspects of Pilot systems for several years. In addition to formulating the P* Model [121] which by most accounts is the first complete conceptual model of a pilot system, the RADICAL group is responsible for the development and maintenance of RADICAL-Pilot [64, 122] . RADICALPilot is the group's long-term effort for creating a production level Pilot system. The effort is built upon the experience gained from developing and deploying BigJob [61] , and integrating it with many applications [123, 124, 125] on different DCRs.
RADICAL-Pilot consists of three main logical components: a Pilot Manager, a Compute Unit (CU) Manager, and a set of Agents. The Pilot Manager describes pilots and then submit them to DCR, while the CU manager describes tasks (i.e. CU) and schedules them to one or more pilots. Agents are instantiated on DCRs and execute the CUs pushed by the CU manager.
RADICAL-Pilot closely resembles the description offered in §3 (see Figure 11) . The Pilot Manager and the Workload Manager are implemented by the CU Manager. The Agent is deployed on the DCR to expose its resources and execute the tasks pushed by the CU Manager. As such, the Agent is a pilot.
RADICAL-pilot is implemented as a python module that a user can use to design and code a distributed application. The execution model of RADICAL-Pilot can be summarized in 6 steps: 1. the user describes tasks as a set of CUs with or without data and DCR dependences; 2. the user also describes one or more pilots choosing the DCR(s) where they should be submitted to; 3. The Pilot Manager submits each pilot that has been described to the indicated DCR; 4. The CU Manager schedules each CU either to the pilot indicated in the CU description or on the first pilot with free and available resources; 5. when required, the CU Manager also stages the CU's input file(s) to the target DCR; and 6. the Agent executes the CU.
The Agent component of RADICAL-Pilot offers abstractions for both compute and data resources. Every Agent can expose between one and all the cores of the compute node where it is executed; it can also expose a data handle that abstracts away specific storage properties and capabilities [61] . In this way, the CUs running on a Agent can benefit from unified interfaces to both core and data resources. Networking is assumed to be available between the Agent and the Pilot and Workload Manager.
The Pilot Manager deploys the Agents of RADICAL-Pilot by means of the SAGA-python API [62] . SAGA provides access to diverse DCR middleware via a unified and coherent API, and thus RADICAL-Pilot can submit pilots to resources exposed by XSEDE and NERSC [126] , by the OSG HTCondor pools, and many "leadership" class systems like those managed by OLCF [127] or NCSA [128] .
The resulting separation of agent deployment from DCR architecture reduced the overheads of adding support for a new DCR [64] . This is demonstrated by the relative ease with which RADICAL-Pilot is extended to support (i) a new type of DCR such as IaaS, and (ii) DCRs that have different middleware but essentially similar architecture, for example the Cray supercomputers operated in the US and Europe.
RADICAL-Pilot can execute tasks with varying degree of coupling and communication requirements. Tasks can be completely independent, single or multi-threaded; they may be loosely coupled requiring input and output files dependences, or they might be tightly coupled requiring lowlatency runtime communication. As such, RADICAL-Pilot supports MPI applications, workflows, and diverse execution patterns such as simulation/analysis, Replica Exchange simulations, or pipelines [80] . CU descriptions may or may not contain a reference to the pilot to which the user wants to bind the CU. When a reference is present, the scheduler of the CU Manager waits for a slot to be available on the indicated pilot. When a target pilot is not specified and more pilots are available, the CU Manager schedules the CU on the first pilot available. As such, RADICAL-Pilot supports both early and late binding, depending on the use case and the user specifications.
Implementations Comparison
The descriptions offered in the previous subsection show how diverse Pilot system implementations conform to the set of components and functionalities defined in §3. The descriptions of the seven Pilot jobs also highlight implementation differences, especially concerning the auxiliary properties of these Pilot systems. For example, the described Pilot systems show variations in their architectures and data management capabilities, DCR interaction model, interfaces, and interoperability.
Clarifying the differences among Pilot systems implementations can offer insight into how and when a specific implementation should be adopted, or possibly adapted. Understanding the differences will also help appreciate the challenges in implementing them. Here these differences are described, widening the scope of the analysis to relevant auxiliary properties.
Architecturally, the seven Pilot systems implement different types of design. DIANE, DIRAC, and, to some extent, both PANDA and the Coaster System show a monolithic design (Figures 6, 7 , 10, and 5). Most of their functionalities are aggregated into a single middleware component, designed as a service, with a more or less modular implementation. For DIRAC and PANDA a dedicated hardware infrastructure is assumed for a production-grade environment. Consistently with a Globus-oriented design, the Coaster Service is assumed to be run on the DCR resources and act as a proxy for both the pilot and workload-related functionalities.
RADICAL-Pilot also adopts a monolithic architecture ( Figure 11 ) but one implemented in user space and with a library-oriented design. Both the pilot and workload functionalities are implemented into a single python module that users load within their applications. Users are free to decide where to deploy these applications, either locally on their workstations or on dedicated hardware.
GlideinWMS requires full integration within the HTCondor ecosystem and therefore also a service-based architecture but it departs from a monolithic design. GlideinWMS implements a set of separate services (Figure 8 ) that can be deployed with different scenarios, depending on the amount of dedicated hardware available and on the motivating use case.
The seven Pilot systems described in the previous subsection display differences also in their communication and coordination models. While all the Pilot systems assume preexisting networking functionalities, the Coaster System implements a dedicated communication protocol used both for coordination and data staging. The Coaster System and RADICAL-Pilot both can work as communication proxies among the Pilot system's components when connectivity is not available on the DCR compute nodes. DIRAC, PANDA, MyCluster and, to some extent, the Coaster System implement a coordination model between the Task and the Workload Managers that allow for recovering task execution failures and isolate under-performing or failing DCR compute nodes.
The Pilot systems described in the previous subsection offer a varying degree of interoperability across diverse DCRs. For example, GlideinWMS was designed to execute tasks on the HTCondor based DCRs; DIANE, DIRAC, and PANDA were initially designed to support DCRs used by the LHC experiments but not bound to HTCondor; and MyCluster was designed specifically for TeraGrid resources. With the progressive development of Pilot systems and DCR middleware, many types of DCR are now supported: the Coaster System, Glidein, PANDA, DIRAC and RADICAL-Pilot all support diverse DCR middleware including typical HPC, grid, and cloud batch systems.
The need for interoperability reinforces the importance of well-defined separation between the Pilot system and heterogeneous DCRs, which in turn supports the generality of the notion of resource placeholder and its independence from the specificities of the target infrastructures and their middleware. Placeholders abstract the notions of resources, scheduling, and task execution creating a well-defined and isolated logical space for the management of task execution. This isolated space is well represented in Figures 6 to 11 by the positioning of each Task Manager implementation within the DCRs' compute nodes. It remains to be understood under what conditions and for what type of application each implementation of a placeholder is more appropriate.
The Pilot system described in the previous subsection expose diverse interfaces to the user. DIANE, DIRAC, GlideinWMS, MyCluster, and PANDA offer command line tools tailored to specific use cases, applications, and DCRs. The Coaster System and RADICAL-Pilot exposes an API, and command line tools of DIANE, DIRAC, and PANDA are built on APIs that users may directly access and use to develop distributed applications. Specific types of user interfaces may be better suited for some projects with distinctive requirements but for general-purpose Pilot systems they may lead to fragmentation and duplication of effort. The adoption of Open APIs specifically designed for generalpurpose Pilot systems may be a viable solution to these shortcomings.
Open APIs like the one specified in [46] and implemented by RADICAL-Pilot offer also the missing layer on which distributed applications could be built upon. Pilot systems can offer a well-defined and isolated layer between applications and resources. This can foster extensibility, interoperability, and modularity by separating the application logic from the management of its execution, and from the provisioning and aggregation of resources. In turn, this can help to avoid the need to develop special-purpose, vertical, and end-to-end applications, the main source of duplication and fragmentation in the current distributed application and tooling landscape.
It should be noted that leveraging this opportunity would also have direct implications on the type of architectures best suited to general-purpose Pilot systems. Pilot systems with a monolithic design could hinder the separation of concerns among application logic, workload execution, and resource provisioning. These three functional domains should not only be exposed via open APIs but also kept separated at architectural level. In this way, components developed within diverse projects and domains could share functionalities and interoperate, therefore minimizing duplication and fragmentation.
Finally, the seven Pilot systems described in the previous subsection implement different types of authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA). The AAA required by the user to access their own pilots varies depending on the pilot's tenancy. With single tenancy, the pilot can be accessed only by the user that submitted it. As such, AAA can be based on inherited privileges. With multitenancy, the Pilot system has to evaluate whether a user requesting access to a pilot is part of the group of allowed users. This requires advanced abstractions like VO and federated certificate authority [129] , implemented by GlideinWMS and the Coaster Systems.
The credential used for pilot deployment depends on the target DCR. The AAA requirements of DCRs are a diverse and often inconsistent array of mechanisms and policies. Pilot systems are gregarious in the face of such a diversity as they only need to present the credentials provided by the application layer (or directly by the user) to the DCR. As such, the requirements for AAA implementation within Pilot systems are minimal.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Section 3 offered a description of the minimal capabilities and properties of a Pilot system alongside a vocabulary defining "pilot" and its cognate concepts. Section 4 offered a classification of the core and auxiliary properties of Pilot system implementations, and the analysis of an exemplar set of them. Considered altogether, these contributions outline the characteristics and properties of a paradigm for the execution of tasks on distributed resources by means of resource placeholders. This is the crux of the concept referred to as "Pilot paradigm".
In this section, the properties of the Pilot paradigm are critically assessed. The goal is to show the generality of this paradigm and how Pilot systems go beyond special purpose solutions to improve the throughput of certain type of workload. The section closes with a look into the future of Pilot systems moving from the current state of the art.
The Pilot Paradigm
The generality of the Pilot paradigm may come as a surprise when considering the requirement that has motivated most implementations, viz., to increase the execution throughput of large workloads made of short running tasks. For example, as seen in §4, PanDA, or DIRAC were initially developed to focus on either a type of workload, a specific infrastructure, or the optimization of a single performance metric.
The Pilot paradigm is general because it does not strictly depend on a single type of workload, a specific DCR, or a unique performance metric. In principle, systems implementing the Pilot paradigm can execute workloads composed of an arbitrary number of tasks with disparate requirements. For example, as seen in §4, Pilot systems can execute homogeneous or heterogeneous bags of independent or intercommunicating tasks with arbitrary duration, data, or computation requirements.
The same generality applies to both the types of DCR and of resource on which a Pilot system can execute workloads. The descriptions presented in §4.3, showed how Pilot systems already operate on diverse DCRs. Originally devised for HTC grid infrastructures, Pilot systems have been (re-)engineered to operate also on HPC and cloud infrastructures.
As seen in §3, the Pilot paradigm demands resource placeholders but does not specify the type of resource that the placeholder should expose. In principle, pilots can be placeholders for data or network resources, either exclusively or in conjunction with compute resources. For example, in Ref. [130] the concept of Pilot-Data was conceived to be fundamental to dynamic data placement and scheduling as Pilot is to computational tasks. With the advent of Software-Defined Networking [131] and User-Schedulable Network paths [132] in mind, the concept of "Pilot networks" was introduced in Ref. [133] .
Traditionally, Pilots have been thought of as a means to optimize the throughput of single-core (or at least singlenode), short-lived, uncoupled tasks execution [134, 135, 136] . The analysis presented in §4 showed that such a view is restrictive: Pilot systems can be used to optimize diverse types of workloads along multiple performance dimensions. For example, Pilot systems have been successfully integrated within workflow systems to support optimal execution of workloads with articulated data and single or multi-core task dependencies. As such, not only can throughput be optimized for multi-core, long-lived, coupled tasks executions, but also for optimal data/compute placement, and dynamic resource sizing.
Thanks to the generality of the Pilot paradigm with respect to types of workload, target DCR, and resource, Pilot systems offer a well-defined and well-isolated layer between applications and resources. This fosters extensibility, interoperability, and modularity by separating the application description and logic from the management of its execution, and from the provisioning and aggregation of resources. In turn, this avoids the need to develop special-purpose, vertical, and end-to-end applications, which have been the main sources of duplication and fragmentation in the current distributed application and tooling landscape [137, 138] .
Appreciating the properties of the Pilot paradigm becomes necessary once requirements of DCR interoperability, support for multiple types of workloads, or flexibility in the optimization of execution are introduced. The generality of the pilot paradigm across workload, DCR, and resource types was first discussed in Ref. [121] , wherein an initial conceptual model for Pilot systems was proposed. As evidenced by the introduction of the Pilot Architectural Pattern and the discussion in §3 and 4, this paper significantly enhances and extends that preliminary analysis of Ref. [121] .
Future Directions and Challenges
The Pilot landscape is currently fragmented with a high degree of duplicated effort and capabilities. The reasons for such a balkanization can be traced back mainly to two factors: (i) the relatively recent discovery of the generality and importance of the Pilot paradigm; and (ii) the development model fostered within academic institutions.
As seen in §2 and §4, Pilot systems were developed to serve a specific use case, e.g., they emerged as a pragmatic solution for improving the throughput of distributed applications, and designed as local and point solutions. Pilot systems were not thought from their inception as an independent and well-defined system, but, at best, as a module within a specific framework. Pilot systems also inherited the development model of the scientific projects within which they were initially developed. As a consequence, these systems were not engineered to promote (re)usability, modularity, well-defined interfaces, or long-term sustainability. Collectively, this not only resulted in duplication of development effort across frameworks and projects but also hindered the appreciation for the generality of the Pilot abstraction, the theoretical framework underlying the Pilot systems, and the paradigm for application execution they enable.
An important example of the generality of the Pilot systems is their ability to support task parallel applications (and the many incarnations of task parallelism such as many-task computing, ensemble-based computing, compute-intensive map-reduce applications etc.) on current and future generation of high-performance computers. The need for intervention to support the concurrent execution of multiple tasks that comprise a single workload, arises due to the job-centric resource allocation and management viewpoint that is still pervasive on high-performance computers. Pilots via placeholders provide application-level control of the resources, where application-level is a proxy for raising control of resources from the system level. This could be the end-user application or an intermediary level, e.g., Pilots can serve as run-time systems to support non-traditional and heterogeneous workloads on supercomputers. In fact, the ability to provide a run-time system to support many short running tasks on Blue Gene computers was a motivation for the development of Falkon [8] .
The analysis offered in this paper indicates that the number of Pilot systems actively developed can be reduced so as to avoid duplication while promoting consolidation, robustness, and overall capabilities. Nonetheless, this conclusion should not be taken to an extreme. A single Pilot system should not be elected as the only implementation worthy of development effort or adoption. As with other software systems and middleware [139] the problem is not to eliminate special purpose systems in favor of a single encompassing solution but it is, instead, having both of them, depending on the application and use case requirements. Another rationale against rigid consolidation is the diversity in programming languages used, the different deployment models required, and its implications for the interaction with existing applications.
This work suggests that there is critical commonality across Pilot implementations and functionality that a set of Pilot "building blocks". should be possible. It is also possible to have an unambiguous description of properties yielding in well-defined models of Pilot functionality. Collectively these should be reflected in external/internal interfaces that both developers and users can rely upon, which would help to find the balance between specific and general implementations and thus the number of active Pilot systems.
The commonality amongst Pilot systems is arguably unique among other tools and middleware, which thus allows Pilot systems to serve as an interesting case-study into the underlying reasons for the proliferation of functionally similar but otherwise distinct software systems. An analysis of software decisions and development trajectory of the Pilot implementations could provide insight into how sustainable software ecosystems might evolve.
The current state of the workflow systems [38] is a paradigmatic example of the consequence of a lack of conceptual clarity: many workflow systems have been implemented with significant duplication of effort and limited means for extensibility and interoperability. One important contributing factor to these limitations is the lack of suitable, open, and possibly standard-based interfaces for the resource layer. Most workflow engines are developed with proprietary solutions to access the resource layer; solutions that cannot be shared with other engines and that often serve specific requirements, use cases, and infrastructures.
As argued in the previous section, Pilot paradigm is agnostic towards the type of application, application objective and resource upon which applications are executed. Thus adopting the Pilot paradigm for the execution of increasingly diverse applications on new infrastructure or different resources should be seen as a set of often challenging implementation details more than a foundational issue requiring new paradigms.
This can be evidenced by the emergence of frameworks that encapsulate the Pilot paradigm. Hadoop 2 [140] , the second version of the affirmed infrastructure for dataintensive computing, introduced the YARN [141] resource manager for heterogeneous workloads. YARN supports multi-stage scheduling: Applications need to initialize their so-called "Application-Master" via YARN; the Application Master is then responsible for allocating resources in form of so called "containers" for the applications. YARN then can execute tasks in these containers. TEZ [142] is a DAG processing engine primarily designed to support the Hive SQL engine allowing the application to hold containers across multiple phases of the DAG execution without the need to de/reallocate resources. Independent of the Hadoop developments, Google's Kubernetes [143] is emerging as an important container management approach. Not completely coincidently, Kubernetes is the Greek term for the English "Pilot".
Contributions
This paper offers several contributions to support the understanding, design, and adoption of Pilot systems. §2 provided an overview of both the motivations that led to the development of the Pilot abstraction and its early implementations, as well as an analysis of the many Pilot systems that have been used to support scientific computing. These systems were clustered on the basis of their capabilities to show the progressive evolution of the Pilot abstraction.
The analysis provided in §2 also showed the heterogeneity of the Pilot landscape and the need for a clarification of the basic components and functionalities that distinguish a Pilot system. These were described in §3 offering an architectural pattern to identify Pilot systems and discriminate them from other systems. §3 also contributed a well-defined vocabulary that can be used to reason consistently about different implementation of the Pilot abstraction.
Both contributions offered in §3 were then leveraged in §4 to analyze a set of paradigmatic Pilot system implementations. The shift from understanding the minimal set of components and functionalities characterizing the Pilot ab-straction to the comparison of actual Pilot implementations required that core and auxiliary implementation properties be delineated. Tables 1 and 2 summarize these contributions and can be used to analyze a software system design, decide whether it is a Pilot system, and assess the richness of its functionalities.
The work done in §2, §3, and §?? supported the comparative analysis of Pilot system implementations offered in §4.3. This contribution outlined differences and similarities among implementations, showing how they impact the overall Pilot system capabilities and their target use cases. Thanks to these insights, it was possible in §5 to highlight the properties of the Pilot paradigm.
This paper establishes the generality of Pilot paradigm and shows that a more structured approach is needed to the conceptualization and design of its software systems. The generality of this paradigm together with the types of workload, resource, and performance indicates the fundamental role that it can play to support task level parallelism at higher scales and on possibly multiple and diverse DCRs. If appreciated, the contributions of this paper offer an analytical base for the improvement of existing Pilot systems implementations and curtailing the need to create unsustainable partial implementations.
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